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LANGUAGE.
Unit 7,8,9

Literature:
Text: “Amazing Minds 1”, Spicci, T.A.Shaw, Pearson, Longman
1- From the Puritan age to the Augustan Age
- Historical and social background
- Literary background
2- John Donne
“No man is an Island”
“Death be no Proud”
+ text E. Morin “The two Humanisms”
3- J. Milton
from Paradise Lost “Satan's Speech”
4- The rise of the Novel
5- D.Defoe
from Robinson Crusoe: “Robinson wants to leave England”
“Robinson's first day on the Island”
6- J.Swift
- from Gulliver's travels : “The Academy of Lagado”
- “A Modest Proposal” A short History of Ireland from The Celts to the Irish Troubles and The Hard Border Issue as a consequence of Brexit (included the participation in the debate on Brexit, May 13th)
7- The Romantic Age
- Historical and social Background
- E.Burke
“A philosophical enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful”

- Poetry: Romantic Poets
- W. Blake
from Songs of innocence and Experience : “The Lamb” and “The Tyger”
- The Gothic novel:
- M. Shelley
Excerpt from Frankenstein or the Modern Prometheus